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Actually, there is more than
one that doesn’t match:
Greek - Eratosthenes, a
Libyan-Greek scholar came up
with the diameter of the earth
and proved the curvature
Greek astronomer and
mathematician Hipparchus who
talks of the earths axis – has to be a
globe to do that.
Both Pythagoras and Aristotle
knew the earth was round.

Hebrew – sorry, they knew
the earth was round.
But the rest are pagan, is
that what you base your
information on?
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Deu: 8:19
Then it shall be, if you do at all
forget Yahuah your Almighty, and
walk after other gods, and serve
them, and worship them, I testify
against you this day that you shall
surely perish.
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Christian writer regarding the shape of the earth. It is from Athenagoras of
Athens (c. AD 133 – c. AD 190):

For if the world, being made spherical, is
confined within the circles of heaven, and the
Creator of the world is above the things
created, managing that by His providential
care of these, what place is there for the
second god, or for other gods?
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This part is where Yahuah speaks, and what he is actually
saying. Without research of the Hebrew words, you CANNOT
know what is really being said. The Flat Earthers make a lot
of claims using Scripture by just taking the translation that
fits their narrative, but is that correct? We’ll see!!
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From some very brilliant people in a Facebook group debunking flat earth:

Dwn Kissell Something i discovered for myself is the definition of face, from the
phrase "face of the earth".
H6440
ּפנים
pânıŷ m
paw-neem'
Plural (but always used as a singular) of an unused noun ( ּפנהpâneh, paw-neh';
from 6437); the face (as the part that turns);
H6437
ּפנה
pânâh
paw-naw'
A primitive root; to turn; by implication to face, that is, appear, look, etc.:

According to flat earth the earth does not turn. But according to the definition of
face and its root, face is based on something that does turn.
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Amos 5:8
Seek him that makes the seven stars
(Pleiades) and Orion, and turns the shadow of
death into the morning, and makes the day
dark with night: that calls for the waters of
the sea, and pours them out upon the face of
the earth: Yahuah is His name:
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Dwn Kissell 150 foot ice wall. How was the
water contained during the flood?
Dwn Kissell Kad-dur H3537-H1754 (ball, circle)
Isa 29:3 “And I shall encamp over /above the earthen jar ball, I shall lay siege
against you with a mound, and I shall raise siege-works against you.
Ball
H1752 - dûwr, dure; a primitive root; properly, to gyrate (or move in a circle),
i.e. to remain:—dwell; from a circle, ball or pile:—ball, turn, round about.
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Isaiah 29:1-3

Ah! Ariel (symbolic name of
Jerusalem), Ariel, the city where
David encamped! Add year to
year, let festivals recur. Yet I will
inflict Ariel, and there shall be
mourning and lamentation, and it
shall be to Me like an altar hearth.
And I will encamp in a circle (Dur
H1754 – encircling position,
circular shape, all around –
pertaining to a shape that is a
circle, round and without corners)
against you, and I will lay siege to
you with towers and I will raise up
siegeworks against you.
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Tewey Wall Where are the two places on the
Flat Earth where it is constantly Cold and
Snowy. And the place where it is constantly
HOT?
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The Danakil Depression in Ethiopia - 94 degrees year round and not only the suns
heat, but from the volcanic magma underground – it’s 395 ft below sea level!.

Oymyakon, Russia the coldest place on earth – the
record was -67.8 degrees – the lowest reading
ever outside of Antarctica!
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The earth has 4 corner!!!
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We are using a group that are SPOT on in their debunking
of the FE’s with Scripture. They are not Yahuahns but
they are spot on in their facts. Their website is at the
top of the next page and they have a lot more to look
at, so we encourage you to see it!
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http://www.refuteit.com/flat-earth-bible-verses-debunked.html

Isaiah 11:12
And He will raise a signal for nations. And He will gather the
outcasts of Israel, and He will gather the scattered ones of Judah
from the four corners of the earth.
FE’s say that we are a floating
plate/circle – and yet they use the
four corners of the earth as proof
of a flat earth! With that logic, then
the earth is a square, not a flat
circle. This scripture is talking
about the scattered ones in all
directions of the earth – north,
south, east and west and to the
extreme ends of the earth.
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Isaiah 11:11
And this shall happen on that day; Yahuah will again extend his hand
a second time to acquire the remnant of His people that is left in
Assyria, Egypt, Pathros, Cush, Elam, Shinar, Hamath, and the
coastlands of the sea.

The nations mentioned are not in some distant four corner
region beyond Antarctica, like the FE’s believe, rather most
are all immediate regions around Israel, thereby debunking
the four literal corners of the earth.
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Ezekiel 7:2
“And you, son of man, thus says Yahuah to the land of Israel: “The
end comes, the end on the four corners of the land.”
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Isaiah 43:5-6
You must not fear, for I am with you. I
will bring your offspring from the
EAST, and I will gather you from the
WEST. I will say to the NORTH, “Give”
and to the SOUTH, “You must not
withhold!” Bring my sons from far
away, and my daughters from the end
of the earth.

Psalm 107:2-3
Let the redeemed of Yahuah declare,
those whom He has redeemed from
the hand of the enemy and gathered
from the lands, from EAST and from
WEST, from NORTH and from SOUTH.

Guess the FE’s missed these when Yahuah talks about the
directions, when he shows that there are 4 CARDINAL points!.
But this is talking about Yahuah gathering all his people from the
4 corners of the earth; from the 4 points/quadrants of the
12/22/2018
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FE’s claim – the earth has four
winds

Jeremiah 49:36
And upon Elam will I bring the
four winds from the four corners
of the heaven, and will scatter
them toward all those winds and
there shall be no nation whither
the outcasts of Elam shall not
come.
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Daniel 7:2-3
Daniel explained and said, I was
looking in my vision (appearance
in the mind as a supernatural
revelation to communicate a
truth, not seen in sensory
perception) in the night, and
look, the four winds (spirit, mind)
of heaven in Aramaic can be a
title for Yahuah) were stirring up
the great sea.
And four great beasts (monsters,
animal-like composites that are
awesome and terrifying) coming
from the sea, differing from one
another.

Hmm, the FE’s think this proves their Flat Earth,
when it’s a VISION!!!
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Daniel 11:3-4
And a mighty king will arise, and
he will rule with great dominion
(power as a supreme authority),
and he will do as he pleases.
But as he rises in power, his
kingdom will be divided (broken
or cut-up into lesser parts of a
whole) toward the four winds of
heaven, but not to his posterity,
and not according to his
dominion (power as a supreme
authority) by which he rules, for
his kingdom will be uprooted and
to others beside him.
Using Scripture that is clearly talking about upcoming events doesn’t make
a case for the Flat Earth – wind (the Hebrew word is Ruach – the Spirit,
the divine power of Yahuah – so more having to do that this king will bring
about the Wrath/Anger of Yahuah, and He will formally take away his
breath – which is also another definition for Ruach.
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Debunking the FE’s:

The four winds are also the
four quadrants of the earth,
which are the directions of the
compass and frankly the same
as the four corners of the
earth. The winds that come
up from the North, South, East
and West or between
quadrants.
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FE’s claim: The Earth is fixed and immovable
The FE’s claim the earth cannot be a spinning globe and that it
must be a flat stationary earth. As their proof they point to the
following Scriptures. Is the interpretation of the FE’s correct? NO,
they are 100% wrong and here’s why!
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1st Chronicles 16:30
“Fear before him, all the earth: the
world also shall be stable, that it
not be moved.”

The Hebrew word “stable/established” (Tikkown – root word Kun -Strong’s H3559) is
used in many of the verses the FE’s use as their flat earth proof and it means: arranged,
set up, secure, stable, steadfast, furnished, firm, fashioned, ordained, prepared or
made for something. It does NOT mean something is locked down.
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Here are some examples
contradicting the FE’s:
“The day is yours, the night is also
yours; you have
prepared/established (H3559) the
light and the sun. (Psalm 74:16
“It shall be established (H3559) for
ever as the moon, and as a faithful
witness in heaven. Selah” (Psalm
89:37)

What FE is going to dare say the sun and the moon are established and cannot be moved?
In their FE model, the sun and moon move in rotation (spin) over the earth. Therefore if
they want to say H3559 means the earth can’t move, then their sun and moon cannot
move either.
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Taking a look at the Hebrew
word for “moved” which is
“timote” from the root word
“mote” H4131. The word
means the earth WILL NOT
teeter, slip, fall, falter, be
brought down, deviate, be
overthrown, be out of
course, be carried away, or
be shaken out of course.

Therefore the earth can rotate and spin, but will not deviate on its own way from
the way Yahuah designed it to operate which totally fits the definition of the
Hebrew words for established (Tikkown from Kun) and for the word moved (Timote
from Mote). These words do not mean planet earth is fixed and immovable as if
locked down by chains. The following are more Scriptures using these Hebrew
words.
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Proverbs 12:13
A man shall not be established
(H3559) by wickedness, but
the root of righteous shall not
be moved (H4131)
Psalm 5:22
Cast your burden to Yahuah,
and he will sustain you. He
will never allow the righteous
to be moved (H4131)

If the same words and phrases are used for the righteous that are used for the earth, then
FE’s are obligated to apply their same interpretation to the righteous as they do to the
earth. Therefore according to the FE’s interpretation, the righteous are fixed and
immovable. The righteous are unable to turn and move like they claim that the earth
cannot turn or rotate.
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FE’s use the following Scriptures to prove
the earth has literal pillars holding it up
using 1Samuel 2:8, Job 9:6 and as their
proof, but as usual they aren’t looking at
all of the other Scriptures around the
verses!

1st Samuel 2:8 is showing that Yahuah can take a
beggar and turn him into a prince. The world is
NOT the planet but the people. Here’s the full
context! 1Samuel 2:7-10

Yahuah makes poor, and makes rich; He brings low, and lifts up. He raises the poor out of the
dust, and lifts up the beggar from the dunghill to set among princes, and to make them
inherit the throne of glory: for the pillars of the earth are Yahuah’s and he has set the world
up on them. He will keep the feet of the saints, and the wicked shall be silent in darkness; for
by strength shall no man prevail. The adversaries of Yahuah shall be broken into pieces; out
of heaven, shall He thunder upon them; Yahuah shall judge the ends of the earth; and He
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shall give strength to his king, and exalt the horn of His anointed.

Job 9:5-6
“He is the one who moves mountains, and they
do not know how, who overturns them in anger.
He is the one who shakes the earth from its
place, and its pillars tremble.

Do the mountains have awareness? Is Job 9:5
implying that Yahuah caught the mountains by
surprise and flipped them over without them
knowing what happened? If you take this passage
literally, then you’re conclusion has to be that
mountains have human-like awareness! But if
your interpret this as a figurative message, then
the pillars represent the leaders of the people
trembling in fear because they see the anger of
Yahuah manifested through earthquakes and other
Yahuah phenomenon.
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Isaiah 2:19
And they shall go into the holes of the
rocks, and the caves of the earth for fear
of Yahuah, and the glory of His majesty,
when he arises to shake terribly the
earth.

Revelation 6:15-16
And the kings of the earth, and the
great men, and the rich men, and
the chief captains, and the mighty
men, and every free man, hid
themselves in the dens and in the
rocks of mountains: and said to the
mountains and rocks, fall on us,
and hide us from the face of him
that sits on the throne and from
the wrath of the Lamb.
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Psalm 75:3
The earth and the inhabitants
thereof are dissolved; I bear up the
pillars of it. Selah

This Psalm talks about the earth (dry
land) and the people on the earth
melting or dissolving away. Obviously
this is figurative language unless the FE’s
want to believe that people are literally
melting and dissolving away. The
mention of the pillars should be taken
that even if the world appears to be
melting, dissolving or falling apart,
Yahuah is keeping everything together to
prevent a total collapse of society.
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HEBREW WORD STUDY – THE SUN ALSO ARISES – ZARACH
HASHEMESH זרח הׁשמׁש

Ecclesiastes 1:5: “The sun also rises, and the sun goes down, and
hastens to his place where he arose.”
Let me share with you something very profound spoken by the wisest
man on earth through the inspiration of God. “The sun also rises…”
Isn’t that amazing? Here all the time you thought Ernest Hemingway
made that up for his novel. Not only that the sun also goes down. If not
for King Solomon we would probably never know that.
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Throughout Scripture, we find YAH is telling us things that are very
obvious. Why would YAH waste precious time telling us things that we
already know? I mean YAH is only opening Himself up for attack with that
statement as we already know that the sun does not rise nor does it set.
Science shows that the sun is stationary and it is the earth that causes
the illusion of a sun rising and setting. I mean that is big or was big for
the church in the Middle Ages and caused all sorts of havoc, just ask
Galileo. Galileo had the Arch Bishops of the church look into his
telescope to prove the earth revolved around the sun and not the sun
around the earth. The Arch Bishops saw in the telescope the revolving
moons around Jupiter proving that not all heavenly bodies revolved
around the earth and the Arch Bishops said; “Yeah, we see it but
everything still revolves around the earth because that is the way the
church interprets the Bible and the church is never wrong.”
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Actually, there are many usages for the word
rise in Hebrew, zarach. Zarach could also
mean to appear, the sun simply appears in the
morning. Use that word and there is no
argument if the sun rises or not. Of course,
church tradition teaches the translation
should be rise and therefore even faced with
evidence it doesn’t they would not back
down, it was after all dogma. The same goes
for the sun going down which is the Hebrew
word bo and has all kinds of usages, including
the idea of being brought in or disappearing.
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So if this obvious statement in Scripture was
not to establish some dogma, why make it.
True, it is serving as an illustration and
perhaps that is all. However the Jewish sages
teach that when Scripture teaches something
that is so obvious like the sun rising and
setting, then it is a remez, that is a hint that
there is a much deeper meaning than the
surface meaning.
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I think Ecclesiastes tells us more than we
realize how certain people become powerful
instruments of Yahuah. Zechariah 4:6: “Not by
might, nor by power, but by my spirit, saith
Yahuah of hosts.” No pastor can call their son
or daughter to take over his ministry, nor can
he appoint some trusted friend to take over
his work. Only Yahuah controls the zarach and
the bo of the shemesh. Now that is profound.
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Psalm 19:4-6
In all the world their line goes out, and their words to the end of the world. In them He has
pitched a tent for the sun, and it is like a bridegroom who comes out of his bridal chamber. It is
glad like a strong man to run its course. Its rising is from end of the heavens and its circuit to
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the other end of them; and nothing is hidden from its heat.
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We could go on and on
debunking the Flat Earth –
but we think we’ve made our
point and there is a lesson
to be learned. Don’t use
Scripture without actually
knowing what the Scriptures
say! It’s important to
research and dig, that’s the
only way to come to a
logical conclusion, and for us,
it’s not a Flat Earth!!
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